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IIEERODUCEfOH .

A quick survey of the current periodicals, educational
and otherwise, will indicate that the progressive school move-

ment is the current tonic of discussion with regard to education.

It will indicate without question that the subject is

a highly controversal one.

It will indicate, too, that im-

portant men within the field of education have taken sides de-

finitely for and against

Why all this interest?
it?

What is there controversal about

Why have our leading educators so definitely taken sides?

In other words, what Is the progressive school movement?

'/hat

is a progressive school?
It seems that the logical first step in an inquiry of this

kind is to ermine the past to see whether or not the progressive school movement has a historical background, th_

t

is,

to see whethor or not wo can find in the literature of the

past few centuries the same sort of thing that progressive ed-

ucators are talking about today.

If the answer is in the

affirmative, it would obviously lend an entirely different aspect to the whole subject.

It would be cloar that the move-

ment is not a now idea, not a fad, and thus would be deserving of a more r^-ipectfui atuentiun.

This, then, is the first

step.
The second stop, it seems, would follow logically.

It

would be an examination of the pre^ont and immediate past to

m

-c
to
to

—
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discover the development and present proportions of the movement.

If we find that it has attracted the active interest of

a large number of people throughout the world we will be like-

ly to conclude that there is undoubtedly something embodied
within the movement worthy of our interest.

This, then, is

the second step.
The third and last step is an elimination of the educa-

tional principles within the movement.

The educational prin-

ciples of such leaders in the progressive school movement as

Maria Kontessori, John Dewey, Helen Parkhurst and Garleton
Washburne will be pointed out, compared and critically examined, as far as possible, with regard to elementary public

school experience.

The wide diversity of method among indi-

vidual progressive schools will be pointed out and discussed.
Finally, the "bug-bear" of the progressive school and the crux

— interest

of the whole idea underlying progressive education

will be discussed and some methods pointed out which have been
used in the attempt to stimulate natural interest in the child
for school work.
Si.acQ

most progressive schools include only the first

eight grades and since those that do include high school must,
of necessity forego most of their progressive principles while

educating high school students because of the necessity of preparing for the "traditional" college entrance examinations, this
paper will be devoted to those aspects of progressive education

which are pertinent to the elementary grades.

3

The Philosophical Background of Progressive Education,
In examing the past it is found invariably that, vjhen a

group of people are not in sympathy with an existing form of

social organization or prodedure, they assert themselves in one
or more of the following ways:
1. They talk and urite about the deficiencies or the evils;
or the specific effects or the general tendencies of the

thing with which they are in disagreement; they discuss
present conditions in comparison uith past conditions;

they project other plans of organization or procedure
that seem more promising.

An examination of the current

books, periodicals and newspapers makes this point ob-

viously true.
2. They ignore the existing social form and set up their

own.

Martin Luther and his adherents rebelled against the

excessive burden of taxation imposed by the Roman
Catholic Church and set up their own church.

The

Southern States attempted to secede from the Union and
set up their own government because they felt thct the

northern states were usurping political power and that
the Federal government was usurping states rights.
3.

They attack directly the existing social form with which
they are in disagreement.

This method is followed,

usually, when it is not impossible to ignore the exist-

ing form.

We have an example of this procedure at pres-

ent in regard to the Eighteenth Amendment of our

6

Constitution.

Since it ia a national

legal recourse but to observe it.

lav;,

the people have no

The only way they may man-

ifest an active form of rebellion, if they feel so inclined,
is to attack it directly and try to obliterate it.

An attempt

is being made in that direction now.
In the same way the Progressive School movement is a re-

volt against the organization and procedure involved in one of
our social institutions

— the

public school.

In general it con-

cerns itself with the first two forms of rebellion noted.

The

vocal exponents of the movement have talked and written about
it, and the progressive schools of verying forms have sprung

up throughout the country and world, ignoring the methods and

standards of the traditional schools, inserting instead their

own methods and standards.

Determination of the latter, and,

particularly, the principles underlying them, will be the main

purpose of this thesis.

In regard to the former, as stated,

there has been a tremendous amount written.

Carleton "'-ashburne

and Myron Stearns, co-authors of "Better Schools

:I

say, con-

cerning our public schools and the need of a change in our ed-

ucational methods:
"But hero and there, the country over, independent thinkers

inside the academic field as well as outside are beginning to

query searchingly the efficacy to date of our entire great educational experiment,"
"Prom the standpoint of giving a tolerably good grasp of
the throe R's and some academic knowledge, our schools certainly

E

are not failures.

They give, in general, pretty good schooling.

But from the standpoint of what they might give if children are
to have a real chance to live and develop fully, and if the bost

parts of our civilization are to survive, most schools may well
be considered failures."

(l)

Specifically, the revolt against the methods generally in
use in the traditional schools rests on two points.
1. It is a protest against a method which involves teach-

ing a group of children of approximately the same age
a definite amount of material in a definite period of

time.
2. It is a protest against the technique of the class-room,

the dominating attitude of the teacher and the re-

stricted freedom of the children.

Regarding the first point, scientific inquiry has substantiated the age old conviction that mental and moral characteristics vary as do physical characteristics; and because of these

individual differences, progressive educators believe that it
is impossible to troat all children of the same chronological

age in the same manner.

Carloton '/ashburne says in "Adju ting the School to the
Child:

(2)

"We know that almost any so-celled fourth grade contains

children of second, third, fourth, fifth and

siirth grade

ability in any subject wo wish to test and that range is
equally great in all other grades of the school system.

To

6

treat children whose abilities range through four or five grades
as if they were alike, giving them all the same assignment

and the same time to accomplish that assignment and then mark-

ing them all by a common standard is so preposterous in the
light of present day knowledge that every one is looking for
a remedy to the situation,"

Anent the seeond general protest of progressive education against the traditional school, John Dewoy has this to
say in "My Pedagogical Creed:"

(3)

"The teacher is not in the school to impose certain ideas

or form certain habits in the child, but is there as a member
of the community to select the influences which will affect
the child and to assist him in properly responding to these in-

fluences."
Devjey is attacking, indirectly, the dominative and au-

thoritative attitude of the teacher in the traditional school

when he saya that the teacher must not impose "certain ideas
or form cei'tain habits in the child,"
Yie

must not assume that these protests are recent, that

they have taken shape during the last two or three generatione.

An examination of history makes it clear that these

protests originated as early as the sixteenth century.

For

the sake of perspective, and, to show that strong philosophic

support underlies these current protests of progressive ed-

ucators, an examination of the past is essential,

Francis Rabelais (1483-1553) was "a trenchant satirist in
the humanistic tendencies and the le rning of his time.

His

great work consisted in combatting the formal, insincere,

shallow llfo of the period, whether in state or church or
school."

(4)

Rabelais attacked the fjfOmal literary education of his
time and wished to substitute one which includod social, moral,

religious and physical element s.

"Studies were to be made

pleasant; games and sports were to be used for this purpose as

well as for their usefulness in the physical development of
the child and for their practical bearing on his duties later

in life.

5

'

(5)

In his "Gargantus , " Rabelais gives, specifically, his con-

ception of what education should be.

Book learning, including

Latin, German, English, Spanish, rhetoric and arithmetic were

essential.

He advocated sports of all kinds.

A mastery of

the natural sciences was to be obtained through the writings

of recognized authorities of his time and by direct study and
oosorvation of nature.
was

to.

A portion of Gargantua* s daily study

be done in the woods and fields where the phenomena of

nature would be laid directly before his eyes.

(6)

2he educational methods advocated by Rabelais are not

radical in view of present day thought.

His bitter satire led

him to exaggeration often times and because of that exaggeration he appears radical.

£"or

instance the performance through

which he puts Gargantua in one day (7) is more than we woi^ld
expect of a child today.

But Gargantua was a giant.

His phy-

sique was such that he could rise at four o'clock in the morn-

ing and romp through hia studies and sports at a marvelous pace.

A moderate dose of the same thing more in accordance with the

stature of the average boy or girl would not seem to us very-

much out of place.
But of course in his time he was extremely radical.

The

narrow classical educators of the sixteenth century who looked
upon the study of tho classical languages and literature as the
sole moans to an education, looked on Rabelais vdth horror,

Michel de Montaigne, (1553-1592) who showed the influences
of Rabelais very strongly, gave vent to his protests against
the formal education of his day in his essay on "The Education

of Children."

While Rabelais made no reference to the importance of re-

cognising individual differences in children, nontaigne was

very definite therein,
"Such as aocording to our common way of teaching, undertake, with one and the same lesson, and the same measure of di-

rection, to instruct several boys of different and unequal

capacities are infinitely mistaken in their method

"

(8)

As early as 1588 Montaigne had recognized the importance
of the very thing around which Dewey,

Vashburne and other pro-

gressive educators build their educational theories.
In another part of "The Education of Children", Montaigne

attacked the formalism of the classroom and the dominating'
attitude of the teacher in muoh the same manner that vocal
exponents of progressive education are doing today.

I

"Tis tho custom of schoolmasters to be eternally thunder-

ing in their pupils' oars, as they were pouring into a funnel

whilst their business is only to repeat
said before:

How

I

wh..t

the others have

would have a tutor to correct this error,

and that at tho very first he should, according to the capacity

he has to deal with, put it to the test, permitting his pupil

himself to taste and relish things, and of himself to choose
and discern
ti.ios

thorn,

sometimes opening the way to him, and somo-

leaving him to break the ice himself."

(9)

Thus we see that Montaigne's protests against the educa-

tional methods of his day are essentially tho same as the protests of progressive etluoators of today,

<-

Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-73) also saw the futility of

attempting to educate the ohlld without studying the child to
find his capacities and limitations.

I

quote from his

".sSraile:"

"For countless gonerations there has been a perennial

protest against the our rent practice but no one has seen fit
to prepare a better.

The literature and learning of our

century tend much more to destroy than to oonetruct.
not Jaiow childhood .

V/e

do

Acting on the false ideas we have of it,

the farther we go, the farther we wander from the ri t :ht path.

Those who are wisest are attached to what is important for men
to laiow without considering what children are able to com-

prehend

Begin, tiion, by studying your pupils more thor-

oughly for it is very certain that you do not know them."

(10)
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Rouagoau had no sympathy for the severe discipline of the
classroom and the dominating attitude of the teacher.

In his

"Smile" he pointed out that the child sh uld nover find re-

sistance in wills, only in things.

In the following quotation

from "Emile" Rousseau expressed Deney's idea regarding the
oosition of the teacher in the classroom;
"Try an opposite course with your pupil.

While you really

govern, lot him also fancy that he is the master.

There is no

subjection so perfect as that which preserves the appearance

of liberty.

Doubtless your pupil ought to do only what he

chooses but he ought to choose only vh t you wish to have him
do."

(11)

John Locke (1632-1704) expressed the same idea in "Some

Thoughts Concdrning Education:"
"I told you before that children love liberty and there-

fore they should bo brought to do tho things the t are fit for

them without feeling any restraint laid on them."

Rousseau thus found the same shortcomings in the educational methods of his day that modern progressive educators
find in the modern traditional school.

Johann Heinrich Pestalozzl (1746-18£7) is commonly called
the "father" of our public school system of

o.

ucation and is

not generally referred to as one of the philosophical origi-

nators of progressive education.
Horace Mann, while socretary of the newly formed State

Board of Educ tion in Massachusetts visited Europe in 1843

s

j
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and came baok full of praiae for the Gorman and Dutch schools

which followed Pestalozzi 1 s principles of education.

(12)

However, his attempt to introduce some of these methods into
the public schools of Massachusetts met with sudden and violent

protest which resulted in his famous controversy with the

Boston schoolmasters.

Mann won and introduced a number of re-

forms patterned after Pestalozzi but just how far he missed

his mark will be seen by a brief examination of Pestalozzi'

principles.
It has been said previously that Progressive educe tors do

not recognize Pestalozzi as one of their group.

Myriek makes

this evident when he says in his "Progressive Education:"
"In education we do not need to look back far into the
past to find Pestalozzianism

and innumerable other systems

or loss
and isms, some of which are still with us and have more

vogue, although an evidently declining vogue."

(13)

But on closer inspection of Pestalozzi we find him in
points,
agreement with progressive educ tors at the two vital

guidindividual attention to the child, and inspiration and

teacher.
ance rather than domination on the part of the

Pestalo

:zi

makes no postive statement regarding the im-

and being guided
portance of recognizing individual differences
by them,

v/e

must, thus, turn to one of his contemporaries,

Prof. John Gusian.

Prof. Gusian visited Peetalozzi's school

impressions
in Switzerland and came away with these
here, without
"Bo teach a school in the way practiced
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books and almost entirely by verbal instruction ia extremely
The teacher must be constantly v/ith the child,

laborious.

always talking, questioning, explaining, and repeating.

The

pupils, however, by this process are brought into very close

intimacy with the instructor.

Their capacities, all their

faoultios and propensities become laid open to his observation.
This gives him an advantage which cannot possibly be gained

in tho ordinary way in which schools are generally taught.
"The success of this mode of instruction greatly de-

undertake to
pends upon the personal qualifications of those who

conduct it.

There is no mechanism in it, no laying down of

precise rules fro managing classes, etc.
feeling.

It is all mind and

ages,
Its arrangements must always depend on the

on the part
talents, and tempers of the scholars and require

careful attention." (14)
of the teachers the most diligent and
in our
This is obviously not the procedure followed
educators would agree
public schools. However, progressive
would not like the
with all of it with one exception. They
school movement inapparent lack of books. The progressive
would approve of the
volves books and lots of them. But they

and above all, the
close contact of the teacher and pupil
in accordance
necessity in Pestalozzi's system of teaching
scholars. In other
with the "ages, talents and tempers" of
of studying inwords they would approve of the necos ity

dividual difforonces among the pupils.
schoolroom, Pestalozzi
Regarding the teacher's place in the

13

is very much in agreement with Dewey.

"The education of man is a purely moral result.

It is

not the educator who puts new powers and faculties into man,

and imparts to him breath and life.

He only takes care thet

no untoward influence shall disturb nature's march of develop-

ment.

The moral, intellectual and practical powers of man

must be continued within himself and not from artificial substitutes."

(15)

In sum we find that Rabelais, Montaigne, Rousseau,

Peatalozai agree with progressive educators that education,
to be successful, must concern itaelf with those two general
principles*.
1. Study the individual ohild to find hie "age, talents,

and temper" so that he may be developed to the utmost,
2. The teacher "a position in the school mui-t be one of being

a guide and inspiration so that the child, with

apparent freedom, will be stimulated into developing
to his fullest capacity.

America
The Development of the Progressive School Movement in
and the concerted world-wide movement.

movement in
The development of the progressive school

America covers a short time of very rapid growth.

V/e

need to

to find its
go back only to the close of the last century

beginnings here.
started the
John Dewey is generally credited with having

progressive school movement in this country.
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Alexander Meiklojohn pays tribute to Dewey in the 1927
Spring issue of "Progressive Education"

(16)

"To that movement (progressive etfucation)

when he says:
in this

in all its developcountry. Mr. Dewey ^ave an initial impluse;

inspiring force."
ment he has been a directing and
iinglish at Philips
Also Dr. Claude M. ^uess, teacher of
his article "The Promise
Academy, Andover, has this to say in
1933 April "Current History."
of Progressive Education" in the
in operation is not
"The Progressive education movement
v/as first published
John Bevvy's "My Pedogogical Creed"
old.
as the authen(and is) accepted by his followers
in 1897

tic gospel."

account of the deHarold Rugg of Columbia gives a brief
movement in this country
velopment of the progressive school
School." He tells us that in
in his book, "The Child Centred
started a laboratory school at
1896 John Dewey and his wife
school, founded by the
the University of Chicago. This
having neither school subjects,
Deweys, was thoroughly radical,
"Many thought that their experinor conventional furniture.
scholastic chaos. For several
mentation exemplified only
innovation, throwing overboard
years it grew slowly, a true
principles of order. Leading
moat of the established
it went away determined
'educators' of the country visiting
in their
form of educational anarchy
not to practice

&4

institutions."
fflhis

connected with the
school soon became officially

«

lfi

department of education at the University of Chicago but early
in the proaont oentury Dewey

gf

ve up active participation in

the achool to become a vocal exponent for the movement at

Columbia.

About thia tine professor J. L. Merriam established a

laboratory school at the University of Missouri and experimented for twenty years with a radical curriculum.

He began,

like Dewey, with the assumption that education was to draw out
the possibilities in the child.

He tried, at first, to run

his school without compartments, subjects, or schedules but
he gradually saw the impracticability of this and divided his
school into very general compartments of study, play, rest,
etc.

(17)

From

thei.-e

early beginnings the progressive schoGl move-

ment became country-wide.

Progressive school, private in

nature, and varying in organisation from radical to conservative, that is, without any semblance of order, or with well

defind curriculum and close supervision, sprang up all over
the country.

Important men in the educational field became

interested and wrote books and articles about the "new" education.

President Charles Elliot of Harvard wrote, in 1916,

n
"Changes Hooded in American Secondary Education.

In the

same year Abraham Flexnor's "Modern School" appeared.

Thia

effort on the part of Sloxner resulted in the establishment of
the Lincoln School in Hew York in 1917.

Other notable men, such as Bertrand Russell, Everett
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Dean Martin and \7illiam Kilpatrick took up the cudgel and
helped materially in advancing the movement.
In his book "Better Schools" which he wrote in conjunc-

tion with Myron Stoarns, Carle ton YJashburne pays tribute to

Frederic Burk as the "father of individual instruction,"
"Frederic Burk, for many years president of the San

Francisco State ilormal School, can justly be called the father
of individual instruction!

For years his voice

v;as

raised

against the cruelty, vsste, and injustice of attempting to
teach all children the 3ame things at the same rate of speed.
'Lockstep 1 education, he called it.

As early as 1913, he

issued fiery monographs on the subject, that were widely
and discussed."

fcead

However, Washburne means apparently

(18)

that Burk was the father of individual instruction in this

country for, before Burk, there is one to whom credit must be
given for formulating the idea of individual instruction and
putting it into active practice.

That person is Madam Maria

Montessori,

Madam Montessori

1

a

early training was in the biological

scionees and it was while she was serving as an assistant

doctor at the psychiatric clinic of the University of Rome,
just before the close of the last century,

th: t

she began to

formulate her pedagogy.

While observing idiotic children at the clinic she
became very much interested in the attempts being made to help
them to develop their faculties.

After some experimentation.
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she concluded that the problem was mainly pedagogical, not

medical.

In other

v.-ords

their senses had to be trained and this

of necessity would have to be largely by means of teaching,

and not through the medium of medical science.

Of course she

did not intend to throw aside her medical training.

As a

matter of fact, biology, physiology, and hygiene are vital
by her
parts of her pedagogy and the scientific method is used

exclusively as we shall see later in this paper.
before
She embodied this idea in a speech delivered by her
up so
the Pedagogical Congress at Turin in 1898 and stirred

public charmuch interest that her work thereafter took on a
backward children
acter. At first her work was with idiotic and

children
but she felt that the methods used with deficient
children
involved educational principles of more value to normal

than those then in use.

She travelled extensively during this

methods of
early period and, after observing the educational
that normal
France , Germany, and England, became convinced
principles used by
children would benefit if the educational
(

into their educaher with mental defectives were introduced
opportunity to put her
tional systems. She finally had her

idea to a practical test,

(19)

with the methods for de"I had long wished to experiment
of normal children, but
ficients in a firet elementary class
the homes or institutions
had never thought of making use of
It was pure chance
for.
where very young children were cared
I

that brought this new idea to my mind."

(20)
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bile

goes on to say that in 1906 she was invited by
Sdoardo

Galarao, the Director General of the "Soman Association of Good

Building", to undertake the organization of infant schools in
its model tenements.

The idea was that each tenement was to

have its own infant school to be located in the tenement.

In

these Children's Homes, as they were called le.ter, she had the

opportunity to experiment and formulate her methods of education.

Dr. Llontessori has made hor method felt throughout the

world.

Beginning, as she did, with normal children of pre-

school age, she has developed her pedagogy to include all

grades through the secondary school.
In this country 3urk and "Jashburne have been most active

in following hor docttine and putting it into practice.

Helen Parkhur

:t

and The Dalton Plan are particularly in-

teresting because Hiss Parkhurst studied with Dr. Montessori
in Italy, later taking charge of her work in this country and
then turning her attention to the school as a human society,
that is, as De ;ey pictures it.

The Dalton Plan, coming still

later, embracos the two philosophies within the one movement

of Progressive Education.
In 1904 Hiss Parkhurst took her first teaching assign-

ment in a rural school.
the only teacher.

There were eight grades and she was

Thus she had the problem of giving oral in-

structions to one class and at the same time keep seven other

classes bysy.

To do this she tried the project method.

She

19

transformed a storeroom into a library.

In this library she

subject and then, by getting the
forked off sections for each
ones, she set up a system
older pupils to help the younger

project and then were allowed to
whereby the children chose a
to the classroom and back to
move to and fro from the library
The idea worked and as she moved
the library as they saw fit.

another the idea stuck in her
from one teaching position to
in the Dalton Plan.
mind. It eventually resulted
James Swift's "Hind is the
in 1908 she ran across Edgar
thing
because it put into words the
Making" and it impressed her
"The
over in her mind. In her book
that she had been nulling
which
uuotes a passage from Swift
Dalton Laboratory Plan" she
she considers pertinent:

She
ing the.

rational method is to

1th logins

*

4olve

with tho students, inspir-

^«

jjorjc

s

*».

for

to the common
to mahe their contribution

^

elaaeified in the recitation.
he discussed or

„« 04

oelonge to

*.

«>™Eel ™ s

-

~

of Knowledge to
The didactic
°

«M. «

(1)

m

serviceatle have
oonditiona that made it
schools, though tho
toaehera the.Mental expansion of the
passed.
ainoe
Xons
debris,
removing this medieval
I.
ton tov.'ards
t n .,^rds removxu&
step
first
selves is tho
will
their pnpils, the schoolroom
Shey will then investigate
not he
Moratory, and activity .ill
hecome an educational
traiuin. department,
limited to tho »nual
4.

.

g*

^^eation

through enrirofflont

reception

in education.

n^ ro^ i«

h^

Teachers

«t

«

*

to play a too eon-
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of the pupils. But the educaspicuous pert In the education
he may preelect by the comple: ity
tor is limited, in the ends
qualities he disaproves
life. The very child whose
of
much beyond his own mental reach."
of amy he the germ of « man
resolution to become a free
this hook gave her the firm

ktm

ezporimont.
lance in education and
drafting a plan of work. She
Three years later she began
that she
1913 but it wasn't until 1916
in
hand
in
well
it
had
it.
"time table." as she calls
succeeded in eliminating the
freedom and
was to give children more
The idea in her Plan
of
adapted to different sections
better
environment
.rovide
instructor was a specialist.
their studies in which each
to study with Dr. Montessori
in 1914 she went to Italy
participate
to this country to
returned
she
year
nest
and the
and
Montessori method in California
the
of
spoliation
I* the
Montessori.
capacity of assistant to Dr.
act in the official
she
courtesy of Mr. Bur*, that
the
through
hero,
It was
upon a selected
of the laboratory plan
application
practical
a
age.
between 9 and IS years of
group of 100 children
charge of
January 1918 she took
Between December 1915 and
the end of that
interests in aaerlca. At
Montessorl's
„.
sufficient study to the indevoted
had
she
time she felt that
an interest
and preceded to take
eduction
eaucatiuu
»f
of
aspect
dividual
human society.
in the school as a
an ungraded
"Plan" was applied to
her
1919
September
out very successchildren. It worked
school for crippled
i

»
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fully and the next year, 1920, it

v/ae

applied to the Dalton,

attention here and
Massachusetts High School and gained much
abroad.

(21)

success at Dalton,
She Plan apparently did not meet with
disappeared until in 1932 it
er, because it gradually

h0W

was completely obliterated.
school movement is inIt is evident that the progressive
liontessori for clearly establishdebted to John Dewey and Maria
the movement and devoting their
ing the principles underlying
those principles. Rabelais,
interests to the development of
they aa* some of the shortRouaseay, and Montaigne, although
round
school, made no attempt to
comings IB the traditional
principles which would take the
educational
of
body
full
out a
prinday. Pestalozsi put the
place of those in use in their
it
active practice, but because
ciples of his education into
perhaps or because of his inwasn't the "psychological moment"
his
at large, mainly because of
a oi li ,r to reach the world
*
~ «-p _^in
n£p
he did not surroi'nd
«e
oil tint,.
vague and uninteresting style ol
the oaso of John De«ey and
with supporter,. Mot so in
-

-i

Mmaelf

Haria Uontessori.

i'hase

tm

P«0Pl° »ave

«

the faoulty *°

of Sduoation.
interested in their principles
S et other people
himself rtth ahle men. suoh

surrounded
De „ey. at Column!*, has

faculty
Kilpatrio*. men «ho have the
.lllliam
anu
Rugg
Harold
as
himself has
interesting style. Dev-ey
of siting in an easy and
an6 v,hile he is very vague
a large amount of material.
of u
firing the imagination
at times, he has sucoeeded in

mum
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number of people who have put his philosophy into practice.
Some of these practical attempts have followed Dewey too liter-

ally perhaps, and the result has not met with general approval.
Others have tempered his philosphy somewhat

v/ith

facts gained

by experience, and the results seam to be more rational.

Maria Montessori, in Italy, has gained worldwide recognition as one of the foremost educ tors of the day.

Being a

pioneer and radical, like Dewey, in the light of past methods
and thought regarding education, she has been exposed to a
great deal of criticism, someti

:es

flagrant ridiciile.

She has

carried on, nevertheless, and now is well established' in Italy

and is gaining footholds in other countries.
The development of the progressive school movement is,
then, tho story of dominant personalities who saw their ideal

and have sought to reach it.

Any discussion of progressive

education in the United States, accordingly, must be in terms
of what those dominant personalities such as Helen Parkhurst
and Carleton '.Tashburoe have done in interpreting those prin-

ciples.

The few references made to isolated attempts in fol-

lowing the principles of wither Dewey or Montessori or both,
will undoubtedly be colored by the writer's point of view
first, because of a lack of written material of an inform-

ative or critical nature; second, because of the difficulty in

keeping ono's personality out of a subject so controversal.
3ofore goin^ into a discussion of principles, however, an

indication of the scope of the world-wide concerted movement of
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progresaive education is essential.
interested
In 1919, a small group of teachers and others
form the Progressive
in progressive education organized to
time, numbers
Education Association which, at the present
In 1924, 2he As,ociation
almost seven thousand members. U3)

magazine, the offibegan publishing the Progressive Education
movement.
cial organ of the Progressive school
v;ith the Hew Education
The Association is affiliated now
persons interested in
Fellowship, a world wide organization of
Other countries, connected
the progressive school movement.
progressive school associations strong
the Fellowship,
England. France, Germany,
enough to support a magazine are:

mm

mm

'

Czecho-Slovahia. Denmark,
Argentine, Belgium, Rulgana,
Paraguay, Portugal,
Hungary, Italy, Japan, Jugoslavia,
and Uruguay. Countries affilRumania, Spain. Sweuen, Turkey,
have an active group inter * ted
iated with the Fellowship, which
progressive education but v;ho
in spreading the principles of
include practically every country
do not publish a magazine,

on the globe.
The New Education Fellowship

England.

M

^

*

founded In 1915. In

onder the
* sroup of her friends

of "Fraternity in Mucation".

international novoeent

«M

*****

"From the first it was an

to Esther together in

ftU—.

onr
the prohlems threaten^
shin those who believed that
pro*!— of human relationship
eivilizatlon were
the
individual, ana that heoaase
th t have their sonree in the

WW»
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was the
individual was the first concern of education, it

men and women
supreme task of the homes and schools to provide

responsive to the new demands of a changing world."
were held
The first throe conferences of the Fraternity

Education, an English
in conjunction with the Hew Ideals in
Fraternity had
Pioneer educational association. By 1921 the
that year the first
really become international in scope and

international congress was held It Calais.

At this conference

Fraternity on a wider basis
it was decided to reorganize the
was adopted. Since
and the name Hew Educational Fellowship
congresses held, at
then there have been five international
Locarno in 1927, Elsnire
Montreux in 1925, Heidleburg in 1925,
congresses have been held to
in 1929, and Hice in 1932. These

exchange constructive eddiscuss educational problems and to
from all over the world. (24)
ucational ideas among the delegates
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PRIIICIPLES OF PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION.

The two broad divisions of Progressive Education,

Reference has been

ras.de

to the fact that Helen Parkhurst,

creator of the Dalton Laboratory Plan, felt in January 1918,
that she had devoted enough study to the individualized ed-

ucation of Dr. Montessori and thereafter took up an inter st in
the school as a human society or Dr. Dewey's socialized ed-

ucation.

The inference is that Dr. Uontessori and Dr. Dev;ey,

both very important personages within the general field of pro-

gressive education, differ in their views regarding the philosophical basis and general method of procedure in their respective theories of

e

ucation.

Anna Tolman Smith, in a review of Uontessori' e "The

Uontessori Method," makes a brief reference to their differing view points.
"The doctrine of liberty is not new to the educational world

of the United States;

It was not only formulated by Dr. Dewey,

but was practically exemplified in the University Elementary

School, at Chicago.

The Montessori Method, however is based

Upon social relations as these exist for the child either in
actual experiences or living inter sts.

The difference is

great and is readily explained, by the fact that the former experiment began with defective children;

that is, with children

whose infirmitios prevented their ready adjustment to normal
society, oven in the elementary form of home life."

(25)

The difference between Montessori and Dewey is funda-
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mentally tho difference between tho scientist and the philosopher, the experimental! et and the empiricist.
Ilisa

Smith says regarding Dr. Montessori:

"Every new system bears the stamp of a personality
In the case of Dr. Montessori this energy has been directed by

prolonged training in the sciences that relate to human life
and vitalized by practical experience in their application to
nootly and defective children."

Montessori is a scientist.

(26)

Her training has been in

anthropology, biology, physiology, and hygiene.

Her psychol-

ogy is the mathematical and experimental psychology of Weber,
I'ochner and V/nndt.

Her many references to anthrometry and

psychometry infer that she looks on all science as susceptible
to mathematical proof,

Sho says in "The Montessori Method:"

"Physiological or experimental psychology which, from
V/eber and Fechner to Y/undt, has become organised into a new

science, seems destined to furnish to the new pedagogy that

fundamental preparation which the old-ti

e

metaphysical psy-

chology furnished to philosophical pedagogy."

(27)

Sho says later in the same chapter:

"For several years I have done battle for an idea con-

cerning the instruction and education of man which appearod the
more Just and useful the more deeply

I

thought upon it.

My

idea was that in ordor to establish natural rational methods.it

was essential that we make numerous, e.aot, and rational ob-

servations of man as an individual, principally during in-
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foundations of education
fancy, which is the age at which the

and culture must he laid.

mean
"20 measure the head, the hoi, ht etc. does not indeed
pedagogy, but it indicates
that we are establishing a system of
at such a system, since
the road which we may follow to arrive
wo must have a definite
if we are to educate an individual,

and direct knowledge of him."

(28)

about Montessori is
The important thing to bear in mind
was with mental dethat her first experience in education
these unfortunates
fectives. Individual differences among
highly individualized method of
varied to such a degree that a
as is so often true
education was necessary. In addition,
their bodies were deamong people of very low Intelligence,
did not function normally.
formed and glands and other organs
direct bearing on their menAs this physical condition had a
to make very detailed and
tal processes, it was necesaary
individual at intervals. This
complete examinations of each
training that Dr. Montessori
is the background of educational
As pointed out previously
carried over to normal children.
mental defectives that, when she
she was so successful with
normal children, she carried
had the opportunity to educate
used with
and techniques which she had
over, bodily, the methods
them to normal children.
the defectives and allied
sociologist.
a philosopher and
Dewey, on the other hand,
principles of
He recognizes the
groups.
of
terms
He thinks in
sense that it
course, but only in the
of
differences,
individual
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group.
allows each member to contribute to the growth of the

individual variations
"A society based on custom will utilize

only up to | limit of conformity with usage;
the chief ideal within oaoh class.

uniformity is

A progressive society

it finds in
counts individual variations as precious since
democratic society
them the means of its new growth. Hence a

mua t

allow for intellectual freedom and the play of

educational measures." (29)
diverse gifts and interests in its
between the two. While
This is the essential difference
paramount, Dowey
Hontossori makes individual differences
growth and enricUnent of
subordinates but uses then for the
It is nuite
the chief ideal.
society of which uniformity
generally considered the
evident, then, that since they are
education, the progreesive
leading exponents of progressive
Dread divisions, the thoroughschool movement consists of two
Montessori and the socially individualized education of Dr.

U

ized education of Dr. Dewey.

theory of education.
Prinoiplos underlying I.iontessori's
"The Liontessori Method';
in the opening chapter of
attacks previous attempts at
Montessori makes reference to and

formulating a scientific pedagogy.
especially in America, ex"in Prance, in England and
upon
the elementary schools, based
periments have been made in
in the
and psychological pedagogy,
a study of anthropology
and psychometry, the regenhone of finding in anthropometry
been the
these attempts it has rarely
in
school,
the
of
eration
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taachora who have oarried on the research;

the experiments

who have
have been, in most cases, in the hands of physicians

taken
tion

raoro

interest in their especial science than in educa-

and
so sum up the situation briefly, anthropology

creation of edpsychology have never devoted themselves to the
scientifically
ucating children in the schools, nor have the
standards of genuine
trained teaohers ever measured up to the

scientists.
progress of the school
"The truth is that the practical
tendencies, in
demands a genuine fusion of these modem

praotica and in thought;

such a fusion as shall bring

field of the school
scientists directly into the important
from the inferior inand at the same time raise teachers

limited today." (30)
tellectual level to whiefc they are
of the school and teacher
Her plea is for the advancement
method to apple directly
by bringing scientific Imowledge and
must
of education. The teacher
to the interests and progress
the principles of anthrometry
be a scientist, grounded in

tart

psychoraetry.

method of the experimental
"To prepare teachers in the
shall have instructed
When
sciences is not an easy matter.
manner
psychometry in the most minute
them in anthrometry and

N

created machines whose usefulness
possible, we shall have only

will be most doubtful."

(3l)

M

and teaching
^-uu
4-„ a-H+onir thp
,
une teachor
Then she goes on to attaeK
*.*U.«*.
as Babolai*.
„.«,.*. In the "old school"

so

Deuey and countless others hava done.
prepared aocording to
"The teachers of the old school,
philosophy, understood the
the prinoiples of metaphysical
as authorities, and moved tho
ideas of certain nen regarded
them, and the muscles of the
muscles ox speech in talking to
Our scientific teachers

oyes in reading their theorios.

instruments and know how
instead, are familiar with certain
those
hand and arm in order to *W
to move the musclos of the
have an intellectual preinstruments: besides this, they
series of typical tests, which
paration which consists of a
mechanical way, learned how to
they have, in a barren and

apply.
substantial for profound dif"The difference is not
lie
exterior teaching alone, but
ferences cannot exist in
-

rather within the innor man."

1

32)

man."
mystical concept of the "inner
in bringing In the
has been ma.de
to the att ck which
herself
exposes
Kontossori
Kandel of
education in general. Prof.
progressive
against
February 1933 issue of
mm
nharr-e in the
charge
this
up
sums
Columbia

m«

Record:
the Teachers College

tc
have consistently refused
.(Progressive educators)

within."
and development from
self-expression
of growth,
must come
t the thing th,t
Hontessori explains th

m

scientist.
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scientist is not the olevor manipulator of instru-

"U!he

bears the exments, ho is the worshipper of nature and he

follower of some
ternal symbol* of his passion as does the
scientists belong those
religious order. In this body ox real
of the Middle Ages, the
who, forgetting, like the 2rappiet8
laboratory, careless often
world about them, live only in the
because they no longer thin*
in the matters of food and dress
use of
those who, through years of unwearied
of themselves;
those tfel in their scientific
the microscope become blind;
tuberculosis germa; those vfco
ardour inoculate themselves with
patients in their eagerness
handle the excrement of cholera
which deseasos are transmitted;
to learn the vehicle through
preparation
a certain chemical
and those who, knowing that
persist in testing their theoriea
may be an explosive, still
This is the spirit of the men
lives.
their
of
risk
the
at
of science.. ...

thing
spirit of the scientist, ft
"Shere exists, then, the
and the scientist is at
far above his more mechanical ftp*
when the spirit has triumphed
the heijht of his achievement

over the meohanism."

H

*Ut

instilled i"

u.

„

a B roe

^1

nmrnrn,

|fc»1

even a

nU

part of this "spirit"

i-eaeurable bleeeour toaohere uould be an
«• tftt

peesoss that spirit

»s™

aether they

that th0Ee para0M

v,h °

lav,yers
ho teaehors, dootore.

deoided value
and usually are of
of
oapahle
not Mi
have pondered ever the
Doubtless .any persons

.,

*at

to

«*U*.

problem of how to instill more of this spirit into more of
our teachers.

No one, however, has discovered the formula.

Honteasori paasoa it by aa not worthy of discussion.
"But let us put aaide the difficulty of preparing scientific masters in the accepted sense of the word.

We will not

even attempt to outline a program of auch preparation, since
this would load us into a discussion which has no place

here."

(33)

In the discussion of any educational method ao dependent

seem
on the careful training of the teacher it does not

reasonable that a discussion of how the teacher is to be
trainedia out of place.

liontossori is apparently rosorting to

the age old practice of dodging the issue.

of
Prom that point Kontossori goes into a discussion

liberty and freedom,
"It is not enough

fic spirit.

servation.

to prepare in our Masters the scienti-

thoir obWe must also make ready the school for
manifes $* school must permit the free, natural

scientific pedagogy is
tations of the child if in the school
to be born.

Shis is the essential reform.'.'

.

.(
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school, restricted by these
"(Today we hold the pupils in
spirit, the desk-and
instruments so degrading to body and
Our aim in all this is to rematerial pri.es and punishment.
immobility and relieve,— to
duce them to the discipline of
toward no definite end...."
lead thei**— where? I?ar too often
willful disregard of the life
"Ah, before such dense and

'A3

we should hide our
which is growing within those children,
faces with our handsl"
heads in shame and cover our guilty
traditional school as
Monteesori chooses the desk in the
attacks the lack of freedom Tor
the medium through which she
the desk in the traditional school
the children. She dislikes

for two reasons:

scientific knowledge applied
1. The desk is an e:cs.nple of
too literally.
2.

It is a hindrance to sanitation.

the bench. In this
Then came science and perfected
of
to the recent contributions
work much attention was paid
child and the length of the
anthropology. The age of the
m

the seat at the right height.
limbs were considered in placing
with
seat and the desk was calculated
the
between
distance
The
the child's back should not
infinite care, in order that
the
the seats were separated and
become deformed, and finally
seat
that the child could barely
uidth so closely calculated
lateral
stretch himself by makeing
himself upon it, while to
in
These desks are constructed
movements was impossible
immochild visible in all his
such a way as to render the

bility
wellthat, when the child is
"It is all so arranged
force him
desk and chair themselves
fitted into his place, the

confortconsidered to be hygienically
to assume the position
such
desk are arranged in
the
rest,
foot
the
The seat,
a ,le.
work. He is
can never stand at his
a ,vay that the child
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allotted only sufficient apaoe for sitting in an erect position.
It is in such ways that schoolroom desks and benches have ad-

vanced toward perfection,"

(36)

It is apparent that Kontessori resorts to exaggeration to

bring out her point.

The desks and chairs in our traditional

schools are not the straight jackets she pictures then to be,

of course.

Her point is well taken however.

Most of us can visualise the appearance and atmosphere of
the public school classroom.

Let us, then, get a picture

of the appecrance and atmosphere in a progressive school. (36)
On entering a class of eighth graders in social science
at Gill Hall in IJortha ipton wo are immediately impressed and

pleasantly so by the informal, homelike appearance of the
room.
Tho room is about the size of a good size living room in
the average homo.

The walls are painted brown up to a little

beyond the roach of the children and a light yellow from that
point to the ceiling which is at the ordinary height of the

ceiling in the homo.
There are

tv/o

large windows on one side of the room,

curtained and draped with an inexpensive material which adds

immeasurably to the honelike atmosphere of the room.

How

plain aim drab the windowe in the public schools appear by
comparison!
The desks are similar to the desks in our public schools,
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opening at the top by raising a sloping lid.

They are not

fastened to the floor and so may be easily moved about.

The

ohairs are the ordinary straight back type with rush seata
and they, like the desks, are painted a pale blue enamel.
The desks and ohairs are very simple in design and so are

easily oleaned.

There are fourteen boys and girls seated at

their desks which are arranged in a somewhat semi-circular
fashion.

Ho attempt is made at perfect symmetry but the

appearance is one of orderliness and is pleasing.
the
There is a blackboard on the wall at the front of

class is the
room and off at the right but in front of the
pedestal affair.
teacher's desk. It is the ordinary double

desk is someti 0*1
The raised platform on which the teacher's
here.
enthroned in the public schools is missing
The difference is one of aim.

The designers of our

concerned with giving the
public schools have been primarily
the classroom.
children plenty of light and fresh air in
the taxpayers' money by
In addition they have tried to save
the child requires to
calculating the number of square inches
of air each child removo in and the number of square feet
arranged the number of
quires to breathe. They have then,
accordingly. Above all, oa
desks and chairs in the classroom
have fallen in line vdth
Dr. Monteasori points out, they
to have order in the clas.roo
the false idea that the best uay
desks and chairs in such a
is to construct and arrange the
follow. They lose sight
manner that order must automatically
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responds favorably to
of the fact that human nature never
have the sympathy and coop
an imposed oondition which does not
eighteenth amendment.
eration of public opinion. Witness the
is, it seems, more
The ai:-. of the progressive school
losing sight of hygienic
rational in this regard. Without
to create a pleasant
principles, an attempt has been made
Of course the underhomo-like atmosphere in the classroom.
respond more favorably
lying principle is that human beings
and happy. Life insurance
to stimuli if they are contented
best tine to approach a man ie
aa i .smen inform us that the
is sinking a good cigar.
after he has had a good dinner and
raises regerdins the
The second issue that Montoaaori

desk and chair concerns sanitation.
helpful to the child's
"Bven were the stationary seat
feature
still be a dangeroua and unhygienic

oi

body, it v/ould

difficulty of cleaning the room
the environment, through the
be moved-— Today there
perfectly when the funniture cannot
in the matter of house furnishis a general transformation
and simpler so that they may
ings. Ihey are made lighter
school
and even washed. But the
be" easily moved, dusted
of the social environseems blind to the transformation

ment."

(37)

here.
Montossori is obviously correct

While she ia per

dirt
the danger of germs in the
hans too apprehensive of
fact remains thrt dirt collectaffecting the children, the
is
of the desks and chairs
ing on the floor around the 1*0

•
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not oonduclve to nroraoting cleanliness end ner-.tnesc in the

children and does not add to their well-being*

Monte ssori's idea of classroom furniture is interesting and uniuue*

mind th^t

1;he

In considering this subject we must bear in

children in the "Childrens Houses" range from

three to siz years of age.
"The principle modification in the matter of school

furnishings is the abolition of desks and benches and station-

ary chairs.

I

have had desks made with

7?irte,

solid, ootag-

onal legs, spreading in such a way that the tables are at the
same time solidly firm and very light, so light indeed that

two 4 year old children can easily carry them about,

The

tables are rectangular and sufficiently large to accomodate
two children on the long side
"I also designed and had manufactures little ohairs

In addition to those,

I

have in each schoolroom a number of

comfortable little arm chairs

"

"Another piece of our school furniture consists of a
ihe tops of

r

little wash stand

cases furnish room for

with
potted plants, small aquariums or for the various toys

which the children are allowed to play freely,

blackboard space •

v/e

have ample

. . .

pictures. .(38)
"Above the blackboards aro hung attractive
.

description is
The important thing to consider in this
the attractive home atmosphere created.

It is one of the

school movement to edchief contributions of the progressive
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uoation.
In connection with the classroom she provided for an ample

playground with space for a garden.

"The idea lies perhaps, in

my idea for the use of this open air space, which is to
direct communication

v/ith the

be in

schoolroom, so that tho children

may be free to go and come as they like, throughout the entire
day."

(39)

This freedom of the ohildron is encouraged so that a

method of observation may be formulated "upon one fundamental
ue.se— the liDerty of the pupils in their spontaneous manifes-

tations,"

(39)

In other words she advances the principle that in order to
e

ucato the child one must have a detailed knowledge of him.

To repeat:

",..., if we are to educ. te an individual, we must

have a definite and direct knowledge of him,"
She appreciates the danger of this procedure

vtfion

she

says that heretofore sciontists have ma.de observation of school

children, not in tho interests of education, but of their

especial sciences.

It is apparent that with the requirement

of such a detailed observation of children will go the danger

of the children taking on the role of guinea pigs in a laboratory.

The roal object of the observation is liable to be

lost sight of,

Montessori deplores the general use of prizes and punishments in the public schools to promote incentive for work.
"But ho who would accomplish a truly human work, he who

)
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does something really great and victorious is never spurred
to his task by those trifling attractions, called by the name

of "prizes" nor by the fear of those petty ills which we call
"puni shments ."....( 40
"All human victories, all human progress stand upon the

inner force."

(41)

In conclusion, it is evident that the principle of in-

dividualized instruction, involves the principle that the individual must progress at his own rate of speed.
individualized
This principle is the fundamental basis of

instruction.

If it were otherwise it would of necessity be

principle
collective instruction which has its basis on the
the individual.
that the rate of the group governs the rate of

of education
In summing up Dr. Heat Maori' a philosophy
principles:
we find that it involves the following
1. Individualized toaching.

for the teacher.
2. A scientific and spiritual background
3.

revolutionizFreedom of the children, which involves
into one more
ing the atmosphere of the classroom

homeadaptable to free movement and more cheerful and
observation by
like, for the purpose of scientific
the teacher.

punishments which involves the
4. Abolition of prizes and

abolition of the marking system.
at his own rate of speed.
6. Progress of the child
1
of education.
Principles underlying Dewey s theory
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Dewey, aa we have pointed

out. r

does not agree v;ith the

first principle in this summary.
In regard to the teacher, Dewey agrees with Montessori

,

that the teacher's prime function in the school is that of an

observer.

His statement, quoted previously, that the teacher

is not in the school to impose certain ideas or form definite

habits in the child makes his attitude clear and definite on
this point.

However, he differs with Montessori regarding the ends he

In"Democracy and Education" he says

wishes to accomplish.

do not agree
that "the natural and native impluses of the young

are born.
with the life customs of the group into which they

Consequently, they have to be directed and -uided.

This con-

trol is not the same thing as physical conclusion;

it con-

one time upon some
sists in centering the impluses acting at

of continuity into
specific end and in introducing an order

the soquence of acts,"
1
spontaneous activity
While Montessori s method encourages
methodical scienof the children for the sake of

on the part

tific observations}

Dewey insists that spontaneous activity

of the young do not agree
in the native and natural inpluses
and must be guided. The
with the life customs of the group
that she may guide him
teacher, then observes the child only

along the road of correct group* behavior.

The difference in

fundamental differences.
their points is indicative of their
observation or conver"Underlying Dewey's exposition (of

.
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soly)

of learning by doing there is an assumption that needs

examination.

It is this:

given an adequate medium, the in-

dividual child by cooperating with others will react in such
a way that a body of information, habits, attitude and ideals

Without the intervention of a capable teacher,

will eventuate.

vho possesses explicitly and perfectly what he wishes the

pupils to possess in turn, it is easy to sec that such a result
will not ensue •

!

'

,

. .

"Learning by doing expresses the experimental approach to
subject matter

livery one recognizes the tremendous in-

fluence it has on the school.

ing

It is essential to real learn-

However, to consider it the only method to be made

use of would be to instruct the teacher and-

possibilities of learning with the child.

telling method.

— narrow

down the

There is also the

The teacher makes use of it in supplying

ideas to the pupils. . ..It ends in the overcoming of difficultie

and in guiding the pupil's mind to see the relation between
things, and to come to sound conclusions.

vr

lth Dewey, sub-

ject-matter is ever in the process of making and this accounts
for his emphasis in learning by doing.

As far as the child

made in
is concerned, sub joct-wnattor is continually being

possesion
the sense that the child is ever coming into the
of the elements of life.

However by reason of its origin,

some subject-matter has been made;
some aubjoctwnatter is permanent.

by reason of its nature,

Universally accepted

established truths
elements in the social heritage and firmly
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indicates the pre-existunce of some subject-matter.

The

acquisition of euch values marks the major acope of the work
of the pupil and teacher,

The guiding role of the teacher in

leading the child mind to the recognition of auoh permanent
elements shows the importance of the teacher's work

The

the experiteaching method supplies meanings and values to

mental method.

It does not supplant the latter method

The two methods are necessary in the school.

The "old" ed-

ucation put its emphasis on the telling method;
method.
puts its emphasis on the experimental

the "new"

Dewey does not

tends to minimize its
rule out ontirely the former, but he

importance."

(43)

Thus Dr. Ohara

suras

up the criticism which has been

observation principle
launched at the "learning by doing" or
evident that there ia a place
of Hontessori and Dewey. It is
methods. As he pointa
for both the experimental and telling
somo is permanent and the
out, some aubject-matter is made,
truths and elements
acquisition of such universally accepted
of the pupil and teacher.
embodied therin marks the major work
connection with Teaohera
The Lincoln School is run in
progressive in method.
College at Columbia and la thoroughly
for October 1928 there is
In the Teachers College Record
School as a Pupil Sees it"
an article entitled "Lincoln
Baernald, a senior in the school,
written by Pauline Prances
gives her reaction to the
in this article Misa Baernald
achool.
method of instruction in that
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"There wai a year in vhioh we studied natural resouroea.

We went along step by step, topio by topic, and then suddenly
got side-tracked.
ua.

She conditions of the coal miners interested

We studied those in detial, despite the fact that that

phase of the subject had not been a featuro in the outline of
the course."

We must assume that it waa not a feature in tho outline
topic
of the course because the teacher did not consider the

worthy of that distinction.

It seems, then, that the teacher,

although having a well defined order of continuity in her
principle i.e.
study, became entangled in the mesh of Dewey's
do.... and he will
"give a child freedom to find out whet he can

not waat much time on impossibilities but

v;ill

bend his

class to follow
energies to the possibilities" and allowed the
observation method
their own interests. Abandonment of the
have been of
and tho application of the telling method might

materials in
value here in imparting real values and showing
their true proportions,
Dewey's progressive
There are two conflicting principles in
is to bt effective.
education which must be conciliated if it

learning by doing or
1. The principle of self-activity,
to the possias Devjey puts it, "bending the energies

bilities."
teacher mu t have specific ends
2. The principle that the
c

of continuity in
in view and a well defined order

approaohing those ends.
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Doubtless, in those phases of education to which the
two
scientific method could he applied advantageously, those

principles, if conciliated, would be effective.

From a

what he
Utopian view, point, tho toaohor would Imow exactly
Then by stimwantod to accomplish and exactly how to do it.

react just
ulation of exactly the right kind the children would
the channel pre- /
as he wished them to and would proceed along
teacher.
scribed, with interest, to the ends set by the

But the question arises:

is our great body of teaohers

successfully?
capable of conducting this sort of prooedure
outcome of such a proIt would seem that the successful
a highly gifted person.
oedure would depend on the abilities of
atmosphere should
Dewey's conception of what classroom

be is identical with that of Montessori.

but be impressed by
"A vistor to the new school cannot
over educational practice as
the many changes which have come
would observe that the cluesfe| vistor
exhibited in them
lightsome, more airy. The now
rooms aro more attractive, more
best conditions of the ideal
school attempts to present the
atmosphere of the school." |*4j
homo.... There is a change in the
motivation. "Interest is
Dewey condemns extraneous
of the effect on an object
taken to mean merely the effect

disadvantage, success or failure.
upon personal advantage or
development of affairs these are
Separated from any objective
of pleasure or pain. Educareduced to mere personal states
to
some feature of seductiveness
tionally, it means to attach
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material otherwise indifferent;

by offering a bribe of pleasure.
stigmatized as "soft" pedagogy;

to secure attention and effort

The procedure is properly
as a"aoup kitchen" theory of

education.
"But the objection If

„

MMt

upon the fact-or asevimption-

acquired and the subject-matter
that the forme of skill to be
their ovm account." »»)
appropriated have no interest on
to bo

the subject-matter ininterest must bo gained by making
prise to bo gained by good
teresting, not by setting up a
The prlZeS "*
bo
*tf
v,ork or a penalty to
spiritual, not material values.
,onaltios must be in torme of
progress, stand upon the inner
human Victoria. , all human

.MM

™

W

force."
throughout the movement
Progressive educators are agreed
sample of extraneous Motivation
the grading system as an
for it.
disagree in their reasons
thoy
But
abolished.
mu st be
holds
of socialised education
principle
his
with
Bewey
and
contribute to the grov-th
individuals
that
the view
Accordis ^formity."
group
**«•
the
of
enriohmsnt
System in history one child
Feudal
the
of
study
a
ingly in
castles, another
to the class about
information
bring
v,ill
varfaro, another
life, another about
country
and
.erf
aD out
hla
3aeh
government and so on. !«3
inner feeland his rewara mast bo the
group
the
to
trlbution
some thing worth while.
ing that he has done
principle
statement regarding the
direct
no.
ma.es
Be ,cy

«*

«"« >*"

^
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of individual progress,

Subordinating, at he does, the in-

dividual to tho whole group we may not assume that he believes
that the individual may progress at his own gait

without re-

gard for the whole group.
"Old fashioned teachers aro thoroughly firghtened at the

amount of freodom in the child-centred schools

tho regular

schoolroom toaohor does not have a day chopped up into regular
Children do just

intervals.

v.hat

citizens do.

If one is

working at something and the noon hour comes, he drops his

work goes to lunch and then returns and finishes the job.
" •

. . •

.suppose that children aro working on tne history of

Some are making' illustrations, some aro clean-

book making.

ing and tanning sheepskin, some are unraveling the thread from
the silk worm cocoons which they have grown and some are

lettering.

Tomorrow the pupils will be doing what senms the

next best thing to do
"Perhaps the reader may be helped by comparing the typical

subject-matter of our American school with that of one of the

now schools."
Typical American Curriculum:
Arithmetio
Heading
Writing
Spoiling
History
Geography
Nature study
Physiology
Composition
Civics
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A Child-Centred School Curriculum:
Our community life, emphases on food, harve ting,
threshing, milling, clothing, weaving, dyeing, end
and study of Indian life.

Science and nature study of local environment.

Greek life as presented in the Odyssoy.
Gardening, the Pair, Thanksgiving baskets for tho
poor.

—

Geography Study of North America af setting for its
history.
(47)
This cooperative activity is consistant with Dr. Dewey's

principle that the school should represent life in its embryonic form, i.e. life consists of a society, each member of

which should contribute to the enrichment and growth of the
group.
The child-centred school curriculum is a good e:<anple of

what Dewey intends it should be.

"The sub ject-matter of ed-

ucation consists primarily of the meanings which supply content to existing social life."

(48)

It follows, then, that, since Deuey subordinates the

individual to the interests of the whole group, he believes
that the individual's pace must be commensurate with the

whole group.

There is this consideration, however.

The

degreo of mastery of any oiece of knowledge is up to the in-

dividual child.

master a

,_,iven

While Hontessori insists that each child

assignment "one hundred percent," Dewey leaves

it to the individual child, with the aid of the teacher, to

get as muoh as ho oan.

"Give a child freedom to find out
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what he can and cannot do... and he will not waste much time
on impossibilities but will lead his energies to the possi-

bilities."

(49)

This principle has led many observers to

throw riducule at Dewey*

llicholaa Hurray Butler, in a lecture

at the convocation of the University of the State of New York
at Albany, October 17, 1929 ahd this to say:
"The pretty complete abandonment of the doctrine of

formal discipline has deprived sohool teaching of any objective
that really matters.

We are now actually invited and urged

to take as our model for the education of the American child,
the oow, which grazing lazily in the pasture munches what

pleases the eye and is likely to fill the stomach.
"The result is so plain that no one can be e-oused for

failing to see it."
Dewey, no doubt, is too optomistic as to what the in-

dividual will do if left to his own interests and his con-

ception of what his possibilities arc.

The learning by

that the
doing principle in application to his assertion
to the
ohild if given his freedom will lend his energies
his possipossibilities means that the child by realizing

fulfill them.
bilities will immediately go to work and
be considered.
The xuiderlying principle hero needs to
It is this:

that he
the average child is so constituted

knowing them will enknows his possibilities in advance and
principle is too
deavor to bring them to fulfillment. This
know of Instances
idealistic for practical application. Y/e
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In our own experiences and that of others which refutes it
conclusively,

This is not a confession of weakness but another

way of saying that we are human beings with human virtues and
weaknesses.

It 3eeme that here is the place for the teacher to

role,
forget about environment and stimuli and, in an active

idea aco»ss
through the medium of the telling method, got the
about their own
to the children that whatever they thing
material at
possibilities it is essential that they master the
give it at all? Surely
hand. If it isn't worth mastering why

knowing, in fact essenthere is enough subject-matter worth
average intelligent person,
tial, forthe well-being of the
to keep him busy in school.

The method needn't be authori-

sergeant speaking to his
tative after the manner of a top
explain directly that there are
troop, but it is necessary to
certain ends that must be
certain things that must be done,
defined ground work of
accomplished, There must be a well
individual going to detorinformation. Otherwise how is the
are?
mine what his possibilities

knowledge of essential facte that
It is only through a
spiritand cope with material and
we are able to be critical
our attention dally. There is
ual concepts which come to
for
of education which provides
nothing in Demy's philosophy
information.
of a definite body of
a definite assimilation
faith on the
principle and places less
Until he embodies that
such a way
to unfold himself in
individual child's ability
his energies
of information by lending
as to gain that body

!30

to the possibilities, Dewoy will be open to Professor Kandel's

critioal observation that progressive educators "have relied in
the magio of growth, self-expression and development from within"

and Nicholas Hurray Butlor's comment comparing the child to

the

cow, lazily grazing in the pasture, eating what pleases the eye

and what may fill the stomach.
followIn conclusion, Dr. Dewey's education is based on the

ing principles:
group
1. Socialized instruction in which all members of the

cooperate by contributing to the group.
teacher has the role
2. Experimental teaching in which the
of an observer, inspiring and guiding.

work and find
3. Free schools in which the children can
their
there natural sphere of endeavor commensurate with

capaoities and interest.
principle that
4. Involved in the third principle is the

institutions of
the school should represent the social
form.
life in their simplified or embryonic

from one
5. Progress of the individual

fefcep

to the next

with freedom for the inat the rate of the whole group
up to the limit of
dividual to master the work at hund
its possibilities.
making, at winnetka .
Recent asporlmonta in curriculum
Illinois, has done considerCarleton VJashburne at Winnetka,
school subjects should be and
able work to determine what the

taught.
how muoh ox each subject should be
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Before discussing this phase of his work, however, it is

essential that we know some of the fundamental principles of
his pedagogy.
First, ho is a follower of Dr. Montessori in that he is an

exponent of Individualized teaohing,

However, instead of de-

voting his interests to an individualized from of instruction
based on the biologioal sciences, he has conducted a number of

experiments in currioulum making.
"Che course of study in most American public schools is

the result of tradition and guess work.

are useful and necessary.

Some features of it

Some are absolutely worthless.

And some are actually harmful."

(50)

Thus he sums up his indictment of the traditional school

currioulum.

It is difficult to criticize or defend his

position because of the lack of conclusive proof in either
direction.

The problem is extremely controversal.

For every

person who believes that algebra is a useless subject to be
taught, we can probably find another person who would place it
at the top of the list of school subjects in order of merit.

Both would undoubtedly be able to prove his position by reresult.
ferring to specif io cases and the usual deadlock would
so
Accordingly, VJashburne's viewpoint is important only in

far as we know that it

.is

his viewpoint.

school
He goes on to say that "the leading progressive

around to find
systems are almost without exception feeling
of knowledge—
out which of the so-called common essentials

|

.
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three R 8 »~should be taught,
frequently clarified as "the
should he acquired in them." (50)
and ho* much proficiency
subsequently, his method of
A3 shall he pointed out
and
some instances, interesting
aolving this problem is. in
unique

aaoona .

it li v,ell to

MM m that the fundamental

step.

are perfectindividualised teaching procedure
attitude toverde the curriculum.
ly oonaletent v,ith hie

UMM^I

These steps are:
requires the teacher
1. individualised teaching
to set dorai in black
or group of teachers
exv;hat it is that they

and white

I

e.

aotly

pect every child to master.
|

2#

diagnostic tests to
Shore must be complete,
teacher has speccover the objectives the
ified.

(51)

*hat he
teacher can say definitely
the
uefore
Ohviously.
e^otly «hat thcae
master, he must Ka»
to
child
the
ects
exp
here is
definiteness cf purpose
things are himself. B»
that ie missing in Br.
the
exactly
is
and
there
evidently realises that
Waehhurne
De .,ey.s philoeophy.
to th,
are ahcolutely necessary
which
essentials"
Ere "oommon
society. Hie
he useful citizen in
to
ie
he
if
individual
defined
eeaentials he set out and
those
that
is
only concern
relations and proportions.
in their proper
education ,e are
the history cf
first
the
**or

IUM
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important fact;
facias squarely a tremendously
knoyj

yfosit

"VJho.t

m

donH

really.

children should be taught."
arithmetic?
constitutes pro Diem- sol vine ability in

How much of it is needed?

How can it be taught?

V/hat

use is

of value? Is
What parts, if any, of algebra are
justify the time it requires?" 52)
the value of Latin sufficient to
tried to solve.
Theso are some of the problems he has

geometry?

(

in this direction.
Let us ermine some of his experiments
about one of the early rein "Better Schools" he tolls
obviously, children
searches at Wlnnetka. "In arithmetic,
multiply, end divide. But
should be taught to add, subtract,
do this? '.That degree of
how rapidly should they be able to
There had been, at the
accuracy should be required of them?
no investigations which
tins fche Wlnnetka work commenced,
questions.
threw clear li;:ht on those
had bee made of the kinds
is true that some studies
"It

child
in their daily life. Every
of arithmetic used by people
parents
had been asked to have his
in a certain school s;;/stme
use in
of arithmetic they had to
tell him each day what sort
store
had been ma.de of department
their work,.... Another study
A study had been made in
slips
and hardware store sales
that
done as to the arithmetic
factories where piece work was
wages.
order to determine their
was needed by the workers in
material
knowledge as to the type of
All these yielded ,ome
children are to meet the demands
that should be taught if our

society will make of them.

enough data to
"But these studios did not provide nearly

and definite."
make the goals of individualized work clear
here to be that
We must interpret Washhurne's meaning

(53)

purpose, were not broad
these studies, motivated by utilitarian
Consequently, he says
enough to reach a definite conclusion.

principals was organized
a oommittee of superintendents and
"degree of arithmetical
to carry out an investigation on the

and successful
apeed and accuracy possessed by intelligent
various civic organizamen and women." The idea was to get
beginning with the
tions to take testa in school arithmetic,
point at which they enfirst grade and progressing to the
completely by the probcountered difficulty or were stopped

lems.
as Rotary and Coramer"It began with such organization

oial oluba.

added in
J?arent-2eacher associations were later

rather unusually high
districts wjigro these represented a
Members of these orquality of intelligence and ability.
bota successful and
ganizations, all of them presumably?
same teats that were
intelligent , were asked to take the
,

arithmetic." (54)
given to children in elementary
ludicrouaness of the
Waahburne evidently realizes the

MM

that these people
situation by his frequent assertions
Also, his statement that
all intelligent and successful.
later added in districts
"parent-teacher associations were
of
rather unusually high quality
where these represented a
lead us to infer that he did
intelligence and ability" would
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not hold the usual organization of that sort on the aame level

with Rotary and Commercial Clubs and consequently it was

necessary to go to districts where this group represented an
unusually high order of intelligence and ability.

We are led

to believe that he values a Parent-Teaoher Association in

direct proportion to the amount of material suocess attained

by its individual members.

It is evident that he is attempt-

ing to organize the curriculum in such a way that the things
in arithmetic conducive to a successful business career will
be taught.

As a specif io example he tells about a well-to-

do Chicago business man taking a test in arithmetic along side

a high school principle.

At first the business man was solv-

ing the simple problems twice as fast as the principal.

they came to fraotions,

Then

"the principal went to work quickly,

manuand after doing three or four examples glanced at the

facturer's paper.

He had tried the first example three times

and was still working at it.

When tine was called the manu-

to that
facturer had only done one example— and his answer

was wrong."
intelligence,
"Ihia did not reflect on the manufacturer's
stress
it merely showed that schools were putting far too much

in plaoes obviously not much used in life.
found that
"When all the results were tabulated it was
and Commercial Clubs
the Parent-Teacher Associations, Rotary,
as the average
alike did about as well with their fractions

learning the process.
fifth grade child, who is still just

"This gave a definite cue aa to where emphasis is needed

in the schools."

(55)

The same utilitarian motive was followed in other school

subjects.

In spelling an Investigation of periodicals, books,

business letters, student compositions, and so on was conducted
to determine the words used most frequently,
"A speller containing 4,000 words should obviously include

the 4,000 commonest words in the language.

Every child should

know how to spell such words as poor, power, poroent, pretty,
put, quick, run, rise, roach, and reason, which are among the

1,000 commonest words in the English language.
"On the other hand, such words as defalcation, meritorious,

gratutious, encumbrance, and aeoendancy are so little used as

not to justify teaching them at all."

(56)

In history and geography a survey was made of periodicals

and newspapers, in the

sr.

me manner, to determine the relative

frequency of factual allusions in this connection.

Those

most frequently used were the ones to bo learned.
It is obvious that Washburne's motive is entirely util-\
I

itarian.

In other words he believes that the child should be

given only the bare essentials (and lots of training in those)
that have to do with our every day economic existence.

Suppose

vse

trained our doctors in that way.

Suppose we

made a survey of the most important diseases and then rated
them in the order of their frequency.

Suppose we found that

there are a number of disea3os which are relatively rare.

5V

According to Washburne'

a

idea, we would throw those out as

unimportant and train our doctors in the more important ones,
that is, the ones which occur most frequently.

The result

would he so obvious that it does not require more elaboration
here

•

The comparison holds.

We have a mass of children in our

schools with differing interests.

They grow into adulthood

and go into every conceivable kind of occupation and profession.

Thus, in order to give equal opportunity to all,

we cannot determine what our school curriculum shall be by

finding out what successful merchants and business executives

need in their evory day exi stance.
If we accept Washburne's utilitarian viewpoint, we rauet

throw out the cultural values of education.

Unfortunately,

perhaps, those values are of an intangible nature and con-

sequently are not as susoeptible to exact measurement as
material values

3eera to be.

There are a few people, however,

who place some value on them in the school curriculum.

Bernard Iddinga Bell, '/arden at Saint Stephens College
writes a scathing article entitled "Private Thoughts of a

Pedagogue" in the January 1933 "The American Scholar."

(57)

He says in part:
"There are not many educators who believe that 'matheas
matics as related to life' is ae good for the human mind

analytic geometry or calculus.

Of course not.

They merely

dumped
know, from sad trial, that the great mass of students
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is mostly

on thorn because of compulsory education lavs

coninoaea of people vrith only brains enough to comprehend

piffling subjeots, and that with difficulty.
to hand out high school diplomas to students

They are forced
v;ho

cannot do a

single intellectual task."
attempt to
Is this the motive behind TJashburno's apparent
subjects at
make "piffling" subjects out of the ordinary school
VJhether he believes so or not, we must assume that
•innetka?

subjects to life.
ho is sincere in trying to adapt his school
is
3ell f s roferenoe to "matheraatios as related to life"

educaobviously a direct hit at the movement in progressive
at tho utilition to minimize the value of school subjects,
than that which
tarian motive which foregoes any knowledge other

living.
may aid us to make an honest and satisfactory
leads us
His reference to analytic geometry and oalculus

subjects have some
to believe that 3ell believes that these
that, if when science puts
value in mental training. It may be
v;ell trained mind in
cultural values on a mathematical basis, a
will be some value, at
the pure sciences and cultural subjects
as cultural background and
least in regard to such intangibles

poise.

individualized teaching.
The vVinnetka syctom of
of V/ashburne'e pedagogy
One of the fundamental principles
progress at his own rate. This
is that each child shall
practically tutorial in that
imolies a teaching method which is
Individual assignments are
each child is treated individually.
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given when the laat one haa been oompleted.

This principle is

based on experiments which haa shown "that almost any fourth
grade containa children of seoond, third, fourth, fifth, and
ai::th grad

ability."

^aahburno believes that in order

(59)

to equalize this range of aDility every child must be allowod

to master "each unit of his work before he goes on to the ne:t

unit, without being held back by slower children or forced

forward by faster ones too rapidly for mastery."

tfifj

He believes this method is adaptable to the "ooramon es-

sentials—the throe Rs n

— Thero

is no other way gotting widely

differing children to attain a common standard.

"But those

subjects in which children may legitimately differ, or where
we vant to capitalize on their difference, may be socialized—
we classify those aa group and creative activities.

(60)

Here VJashburno outlines clearly the point at which he
differs with Dewey.

'.Thile

Dewey believes that al^ sohool

subjects should be socialised,

T

7ashburne believea that sub-

history,
jects such as arithmetic, spelling, formal English,

definitely,
and geography, must bo gotten by the child directly,
the individual.
and conclusively and the method he chooses is
individualizThere are several advantages in favor of the
ed method of instruction:
at his own rate,
1. it allows the child to go along

Thie

child because it
is favorable, of course, to the bright

keeps him busy.

Theoretically, at least, he always

has something before him.

The danger at V/innetka is
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to the extent that
that the curriculum will be out down
fractions or learn to spell
he may not have to go beyond

fifth or sixth grade
words other than those that any

ohild can spell*
this attention on his own indi2. She pupil concentrates

his nrogress by
vidual advancement and does not judge
liable not to
of the class. This idea li
tho

averse

children are normally
work out in practice since the
another as to their
in the habit of checking with one
the question©*
relative progress. i?or instance,
issued is:
moment when report cards are

-Whet did you

get?"

action is likely to result with
3. A spirit of competitive
bright
to work. This applies to
a resulting incentive

children ordinarily,

with the
it is not inconsistant

children have the competitive
second point since some
spirit and some do not.
it is
of making progress when
illusion
the
prevents
it
4.

of giving tests at
Under the Hinnetka system
this is particularly true.
the end of eaeh assignment,
lazy
idleness and the resulting
eliminate
to
tends
it
5.
eliminate a feeling of false
habits. It also tends to
students. These are
satisfaction among the brighter
develop among the brighter
mental habits which often
only group instruction.
students in tho schools using
by not requiring that
initiative
individual
6. xt develops

not made.
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any ohild bo held to the lovol of the group.
7. It permits the slow ohild to progress at his own rate

and thus permits thoroughness.
8# It prevents an individual being carried along by the

group.

In other words individualized education in its

ideal form would prevent an individual from goingbeyond his capacity in any subject.

Thore are also a number of disadvantages in regard to an

individualized method of instruction,
1. It forgoes tho advantages of training in cooperation.

At Winnetlca, however, socialized education is an es-

sential part of evcy day instruction.
3. Economic ana political forces

may tend to disrupt the

procedure of individualized instruction.

That is, the

finances of many tovma are such that they insist upon
the child being promoted every year, in others every

two yoars.

For instance, during Mayor Thompson's

regino at Chicago the superintendent of schools was
dismissed because ho insisted that tho child should not
be promoted until he merrited it.
the interest of economy.

He was dismissed in

Furthermore , with our more

promotes
or less aoourate idea that mass production
indilesser individual costs, it would seem that an

increase
vidualized from of instruction would greatly

teacher and olassroom costs.
progressive educaConsistent with the general idea among
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Winnetka as we know it
tora, there is no system of grading at
in our public schools.

ohild to roach "one
"Since individual work requires each
ordinary report card would
hundred per cent" on each unit, the
be meaningless

So inrtoad of giving grades

v;e

give dates--

have completed each test in
the dates on which tho children
Bach child has a goal card on
each subject. For this purpose
two grades are listed in
all the tests or work units for

mm

parallel vortical columns."

(62)

of each course in their
These goal cards contain the units
one to keep in his desk and
propor sequence. The child has
for the claaa. When the child
the teacher has a composite card
joea to the teacher and takes
has finished a unit of work, he
the date
it, the teacher writes in
a test, if he haa mastered
card. He also makes « note
opposite the unit on the child's
see
in that way the teacher can
of the date on his own card,
in
is and can help or stimulate
at a glance where each child
of the class into activity.
some way the lagging members

Socialised instruction at
«

m

..

IJ

iimetka..

activities are vital life-giving
r oup and creative
.(63)
the real education.

part of the curriculum.

They are

activities include discuasiona,
She group and creative
debatable subjects, not recitathese are discussions of
.These activities
children have studied. ..
tions an lessons all
and
work, clubs, committees,
include organized playground
newspaper and a
They nay include a school

m

mw

self-government.
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school bazar.

They will always include creative expression

composition." (64)
through art, handwork, and informs! English
the place of
Thus Washburne states hie position regarding
are the real educathe social and creative activities. 2hey
curriculum in the way
tion. It sooms that if he cuts down his
of time for the social and
ho has suggested, he will have lots

oroative activities.
data as to the resultIt is too soon to get any accurate
of education but some obing values of tho so-called drills"
Itt instance, Boll says that
server, imve ventured an opinion.

perhaps that is what the children

v;ant,

and since most of them

to discipline or training it
have not the brains susceptible

might be just as well.
"Very

Hi

that freedom
educators believe, for example,

please is better than discipline,
for students to do as they
experience that most of the
but they do know from practical
happiest
to be disciplined are
students, not having any brains
free from its restraint." (65)
and create least trouble when

says:
In "Better sohools", Vlashburne
involved in the "Dalton rlan"
"In some v-ajre tho principle
Joet ae v-ith the
l'eohni.iue.
I, O ioee to that of UltflWH*
allow eaoh
the fta.damental aim is to
individual ll
I
laoed
gait, Alio the emphasie
ohild to prooeeu at hie natural
tho Dalton
houre f* listened. Under
ao heavily on reoitation
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do it.
week or month he can take mort ime to

If he has finish-

ho may go the next month's
ed ahead of time in all subjects,
job.

II

Individual progress is possible."

(66)

Dalton rlan is this:
Specifically and in outline from the
divided into and laid out in
1. The work of the yoar is

monthly form.

student
At the beginning of the term the

for each subject.
is given his monthly assignments

As

are completed, a new
soon as all monthly assignments
are included detailed
set is given. In the assignments

exercises,
information regarding topics, problems,
and standards.
mitten work, references, memory work,
as such. Instead there are
2. There are no recitations
whenever they wish.
laboratories to v/hich the pupils go
supervision of teachers
These laboratories are under the
assignments. The progress
aid the pupils in their
who

record cards as made. (67)
of the children is kept on
Plan. It will be noted in
This, briefly, is the Dalton
Individual
it differs with the
reading the first point that
ay: tern

at vttnnetka at two points:

length while
assignments are a month in
1. The Dalton Plan
each step in a subject.
those at Winnetka cover
provides that assignments in all
2. The Dalton Plan
set
novin,; on to the next
jeots be completed before
es in
Winnetka, the pupil proves:
of assignments. At
assignas he completes each
each individual subject
ment.

may be a month or more
Thus, in arithmetic, he
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in advanoa of hia progreaa in spelling.
In the first instance the v/innetka plan is perhaps superior to the Dalton Plan,

The great majority of the children in

the schools, at least as it worked out at Dalton, Massachusetts,

apparently cannot cope with long term assignments,

A month to

a youngster, is a long, long time and consequently he is liable
to become lax and indolent undor the false assumption that

there is plenty of time.

Regarding the second instance thero is no real basis for
choosing between the two.

Ho one has proven conclusively why

the pupil should progress at tho same speed in all subjects,
but
Those who like conformity will lean toward the Dalton Plan

apparently it is wholly a matter of opinion based on personal
preference.

Regarding the lack of recitation periods and the freedom
at will, the
of the child to go from laboratory to laboratory

pedagogy of Drs.
same criticism applies as in the case of the
to deMontessori and Dowey, i.e. the "freedom" is liable
study or attenteriorate into aimless wandering, half hearted

value. He
tion to petty things which are of no particular
what pleases the
is liable, as Dr. Butler puts it, "to eat
eye or is apt to fill the stomach."
is, if it works,
The chief advantage of the Dalton .flan
the talent
bound to develop initiative and exercise
I that is
however, that this would apply
for research, it is obvious,
Thus the
to the poor one.
to the good scholar mor often than
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criticism horo is directly opposite to that of the ordinary
public aohool.

The usual adverse eirtioism of the public achool

ia that it tenda to develop bad mental habits in the bright

pupils, thoae of indolanoe, and develop a feeling of false sat-

isfaction, because the pace is too alow.

Under the Dalton Plan

the bright and industrioua pupil has the advantage while the far

greater number of average and under average pupila havo too

much of an opportunity to bocome irresponsible and lag behind.
Practical interpretations of Progressive Principles.
Out of these various doctrines and plana have emerged scores

of the so-called progressive schools throughout the country, in
fact, throughout the world.

They are mostly of a private nature

but a few towns have an elementary system of public schools

based on progressive principles.

Wirmetka, Illinois, Bronxville,

Hew York, and Garden City, How York are the outstanding ones.
towns are relIt is interesting to note that, in each case, the
and
tively wealthy residential suburbs of lar t .;o cities, Chioago
Hov;

York.

character and
In general, the progressive schools vary in
with well
method from the loosest sort of monatroaity to those
supervision. An
defined curriculum and objectives and close
Air School in
example of the first might well be the open

Florida.

school at
An example of the latter is the progressive

Gill Hall in Northampton, Massachusetts.
interpreted John Dewey
The Open Air School in Florida has
it seems, a little too literally.

While conversing with a

,
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former teacher (68) at this school, it developed that the Open

Air School had taken Dewoy at his faoe value on his statement
that the social institutions are the bases of all learning.

For

instance, during one term all subjects radiated from the horso

as a social institution.

Arithmetic consisted of adding the

number
number of legs to the number of ears and multiplying the

of eyes by the numbor of tails.

Geography consisted of study-

ing the natural habitats of tho horse.
viriting themes about the horse.

English consisted of

The method of studying American

with
history was not discussed but perhaps they be&an

Revere'

s

Paiil

Ridel

is :uot worthy
It is obvious that a condition of this kind

to which progressive
of discussion except to indicate the length

schools have exerted themselves.
at Gill Hall in
On the other hand the progressive school
sort of educational
Northampton, Massachusetts is a more rational

institution.

to make clear,
The principal (69) was very careful

would be considered as
in reply to a query, that his school

very conservative.
a curriculum, definite, cloar
In the first place, there was
periods of the time were noted for
and written down. Specified
themselves were indicated by
eaoh subjects. The subjects,
schools. There was one exception.
nam.s as used in our public
Upon inquiry it was
Geography and History were missing-.
studies was used instead. It
learned that the name of social
subjects
schools have combined these
Progressive
most
that
sooms
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into ona another,

"The social studies in \7innetka comprise

history, geography, civics and some econonios."
There |i a definite advantage in this procedure,
this:

it is

the pure memory process of learning countries for in-

stance and their relative lacations is ably supplemented by

associating them with instances occuring within them.

Also,

fits in
in passing, it is interesting to note that the idea

curriwith Washburne's underlying principle concerning the

culum i.e.

The information most frequently used in life ia

the information to be learned.

ThAse locations in the world

advancement
which have had the most to do with the cultural

of the world will receive the most attention.

Outlying

necessarily.
regions will receive scant attention
curriculum for
French and Latin are included in the
Hall.
seventh and eighth grade children at Gill

This is one

some of the progressive
of the minor inovations instituted in
of course very simple
schools. The study is introductory and
the children a head start
in character. Other than giving
the public high school with
when they come into competition in
necessity for introducing
othor children, there if no real

those subjects so early.

With this curriculum it is obvious

restricted of necessity.
that freedom among the children is
the specific hurdles
Concentration is required to get over
however, the children are free to
set up. As far as possible

move about as they wish.
dethe classroom atmosphere is
As indicated previously,
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cidodly progressive,

outside of that and the restricted

anything of
freedom of the children it is difficv.lt to aeo
curriculum
Monteasori or Dewey in this school. IN definite
reminiscent of the
reminda one of Washburne but it is also
of history and geogpublic school ourrioulum. The combination
of French and Latin
raphy into one subject and the introduction
this curriculum differs
arc the only essential points at which

with the public school curriculum.
is a wide range of proin between these two schools there
in a quiet and unasaumgressive schools which are carrying on
in.j

Manner.

finds it difUnless one viaita these schools, he

them because of the
ficult to got any information about

1:

ck of

such information coming from them.

diversity in method among
What, then, has caused this wide
It would seem that there
the individual progressive schools?
it.
are two important reasons for

the foremost vocal and practi1. Lack of agreement among'

cal exponents of the movement.
of
oftentimes vague, literary style
2. The abstract, and

John Dewey.
is considerable dlsagreeAs already pointed out there

rartourst.
De^oy, "tashburne. and.
nont aaone the Montessori.
and,
vary at several vital points
principles
underlying
Their
it hae been
to a S roe on the surface,
seem
they
«hen
tinea,
at
it is
differed in their objectives,
shorn! that they have
institute
e uc.tors desiring to
obvious, then that individual

have had two perhaps
progressive principles in their schools

three alternatives.

educational philosophy of one of
It Ihey could select the
these people and follow it implicitel y.
their opinion, wore the best
2. They could select that, in
parts of eaoh and combine them.
add their own ideas
3. In addition to (2), they could

based on their own experience.
differing viewpoints of the
It is obvious, then, that the
education have resulted in a

recognized leaders in progressive

regressive Schools.
wide assortment of methods used in
vague manner of expressing
Dewey's abstract and sometimes
to have emended this
himself had tended, perhaps, also

verslty of method.

ft**

MM

article "Ihe *™mise of
Dr. Olauae H. Juess in his
19S5 "Current History" says
greeslve Hlueation" In the April

H

in part:
Creed"....
"Professor De«ey's "My ledagoele

M

a document

sonorousrich in phraaee *ose
of extraordinary vagueness,
obscurity. Of v,hat practical
noes does not explain their
»ree Academy to be
an instructor in the Utica

MM

*

told by

w

it to

be conceived as
>1 believe that education must

process
of experience; that the
a continuing reconstruction
to read this
are the same thing- or
and the 3 oal of education
the
that the subject-matter of
believe
"I
sentence.
puzzling
out of
a gradual differentiation
mar,
should
curriculum
sohool
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the primitive unconscious unity of

eocid life."

This sounds

well, hut to most readers it means no thine.
"The teacher

ants to know what to do,

rrofossor Dewey,

stimulating though he is, responds with ideas, of whioh only
oan extx-aot a workable scheme.

the

I

have found that

many articles on progressive education tell me quite clearly
what is wrong.

But I know myself what is wrong.

7/hat

they do

which will
not always do is to outline a policy or a method

put good permanently in the place of evil."

Shis vagueness on

a variety of inthe part of Dewey has, no doubt, resulted in

diversity of
dividual interpretations, resulting in further

method,
She interest "bugbear ".
school idea literIf we interpret the general progressive
arrive at the conally regarding extraneous motivation we must
from within the
clusion that all interest stimulation must come
punishments must not
school subjects themselves, Prises and
interests of the
Dewey goes as far as to say that the
be

child must neither be humored or repressed,

(70)

teachers have reBecause of this principles, progressive
chance they might be convorted to a number of methods on the

ducive to stimulating interest.

5Jhls

necessity has had a

of method among progrosslvo
tendency to further extend diversity

schools.
some of these methods
Before going into a discussion of
of stimulating interea t , there is
or vehicles for the purpose
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the progressive
an assumption in tho principle underlying
analyzed. It is this:
school interest idea, which must be

because it leads a superextraneous motivation is always had
results in a loss of
ficiality to learning which eventually

true educational values.

mind in which a student,
A specific instance comes to
told by his father that if
matriculating at this college, was
would be immediately withdrawn from
he flunked one subject he
to be honored by being offered
college, This student wont on
Obviously this incident proves
a membership in *hi Kappa
merely to an endless controversy.
nothing. It opens the way
indicate that extraneous motivation
It is referred to simply to

Mi

has been effective at times.
process, particularly when
It seems that in the learning
learned,
of material which must be
there is some definite body
the
methods. It is obvious that
that there is room for both

more idealistic one and
progressive school method is the
si^co
alwasy, but, like most ideals
first
to
resorted
be
should
matorialat times, it seems that
attainment
of
difficult
is
it
better than none at all.
istic earthy methods are
of conour lives is a result
After all, a good part of
or what
on a new work, Journey
sequences. Before we embark
are liable
the ends or results which
net, we usually consider
before preparing- this
Ho doubt the writer,
te eventuate.
within
Sometimes they are contained
paper, considered them.
ideal situawould seem to be the
That
itself.
the .reject

To

might be used merely as
on the other hadn, the project
This
something entirely foreign to it.
a vehicle for attaining
vir have
nave both, Then why not
vie
in
ia the practical situation,

tion.

me

in the school?
Interest.
Hothods usoa 50 Btlnulata
rlan
tod previously, the Balton
A3

UUt

Sandhurst's mind at the

MM

«M

horn in nice

m» ****** h « eiu0£ Her problem mi to teach one

when she

school.
tional eareer~in a rural
studies.
classes interested in their
class and heep seven other
of
Dev.oy'e v.hele philosophy
As indicated before, John
natural interests of the child.
duoation revolved about the
the numerous
the mechanisms chosen by
As also indicated befere.
child inenvironment to
progressive schools to be the
of
resulted in a large variety
terest is to respond has
*hioh ha* proven suceesshoover
method,
one
is
methods. There
our public schools
is also bein, need in
It
effective.
*a and
school
from the progressive
over
tafcen
been
to day. havin,

ml*

Bovement.

method."
It is the "project

e
Briefly and by concrete

«rt ».

„

...he

on .

subject history.

m,aple.

*»

the project method is

Ages".
period i. the "Middle

as feudalism.
broad divisions such
into
divided
is
period
and so
Ocmm, r.ial Revelation"
"invention."
Church."

as
project subjects auoh
feudalism" is divided into

"Country hifo."
"Castles". "Serf." and

vided in "Reliefs",
"Cathedrals", -She

briars,
rreao
xhe rreaehing

nri'V)o

a
+-4~ri »
denization,

****

Crusades.

"She church" is di-

n

ffonh
tf»

broad division is
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studied separately.

A projeot subjeot is assigned to each

member of the class.

A bibliography goes with the assignment.

their
The children then proceed to look up the material for

they
subject, write it down end read it before the class when
are called.

with
There are a number of decidedly advantageous aspects

regard to this procedure:
research.
1. It exercises the faculty for elementary
2. The responsibility is on the student.

out into the open
3. Indolence and laziness is brought

and exposed.
is not held baok
4. The bright and industrious student

by the group.
it
to this method,
There is one disadvantage in regard
subjects. It seems obvious
is effective only in a few school
particularly adaptable to subthat this method would not be

and spelling because subjects such as arithmetic, grammar
to division for the purpose
jects of this type are not suited
explorations in order to dump
of children making individual
These are rota memorysubpot.
their results into the common
"gist" subjects and are masterod
jocts as differentiated from
to all the steps
the students apply themselves
best when
to
would not be wise for Inctance,
wrtil they are learned. It
to learn to spell
a different group of words
child
each
ive
S
the
children to know how to spell all
and then expect all the
*•
child reel off before the class
words simply by having each

^1

words he has learned.
must be avoided in applying the
There are two dangers which

project methods.
a unit in itself,
1. Each project should be

In other words

idea contained within
there should be a well rounded
developed and worked out.
each project which may be
an indefinite objective
otherwise the child will have
loss of interest or a tendwhich will usually result in

•

not intended.
ency to roam into fields
necessity of
to the first point is the
2. Closely related
enough so that it will chalmaking each project big
child.
it will discourage the
lenge and not so big that

interesting textboo&s.
more
attempt te mate sehoolwork
general
the
with
line
in
the
has teen earried on with
experimenting
much
interesting,
intereeting.
make text-hooka more
owect in view of trying to
it
notation from "Better schools"
following
the
from
Edging
in this
deal haa heen accomplished
great
a
that
arent
la apP

direction.
in
and eighth grade children
"One spring the seventh
enthusiasm
the h.skethall team,
Winnetka had a han.uet for
stars, the
for the taskettall
given
were
cheers
r an high, and
of the hoys
teachers, suddenly one
popular
and
athletic coach
fhey were given lustily:
proposed more rahs for Kugg.
that children
about the first time
heen
have
must
-It
a text-hook;" (Ul
cheered the author of
spontaneously
aave ever

'

•
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But *tf all this eeom-

Washburne is obviously correet.
ing enthusiasm?

has devoted considerable effort
Harold Bugs of Columbia
mora interestsohcol testbcck into one
to revising the formal
mora oonaiatant with the
phraseology
its
in
and
ing simpler
for
"has boon
child.
average
the
of
vocabulary
«»
had for its
that
invo.tlgatlcn
in
geography,
Principles in history.
teaching of those facta MM
attack upon
necessary fer an intelligent
civics
and
economics
oitisens today." (72)
the orobleme oenfronting
paragraph from a good ordinary
a
is
here
example
"jor

MM*

-

^

MM

*

WtM

text;

She northern men

•

MM

and
teutonic like the English;

great pirates and
the English. tUey were
of
ancestors
the
like
began to
of Oharlemagna they
time
the
in
3S rover*,
Europe,
and over ran all western
hemes
northern
forth frcm their
throughout the ninth
after repeated attache
fc
about
in a large district
settled
last
eentury. they at
2ivto them by the
*
-v^aV.
wni<& vje.9
W*
seine,
Hiver
the
the mouth of

MM

.

MM,

MM

3?r anoh

m MM U

,

.

ottr

Onoe

m

countrlee.

the work done in
the eculvilant from

a v,hile,

*Mt

MMMM

^
-™

voyages te
made long trading

—

of the tine they

-

ion6 » oata out
;
the
f
waters
launohed them in the
,lnter-sheda. and
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away they aailed.

Sometime one ship

Ml

alone, but more often

or twenty ships, all filing
they went in fleets of ten

together etc.*
of language, and interest is
"The difference in simplicity

evident."

(73)

is
work but tho fundamental idea
Shis is not Harold Sugg's
construction after the manner of a
the same as his. Simple
to bo the object.
child's story hook seenu
is
information is included, there
Aa loag as the essential
be effective.
from of to^book would not
no rool reason why this
style is
seems rational since the
The idea underlying it
consebooks the child reads and
similar to the style of the
is
f-iliar. She method of learning
is
he
which
,1th
quently

it is effective.
important only inso far as
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cofloiiUaioK.

The foregoing discussion considered the philosophical

background for the current movement of progressive education.
It was pointed out that such renowned thinkers as Rabelais,

Montaigne, Rousseau and ^estalozsi found essentially the same
irogroseive edthings wrong with education in their day that

ucators find today.
progressive educaIt Considered the development of the

tion movement and its present proportions.

It was pointed

essentially the story
out that the story of the movement is
their ideal and have
of a few dominant personalities who saw

striven to attain it.

The enormous world-wide scope of the

in this connection
progressive education movement was discussed

also.
Montessori,
Finally, the educational principles of Maria
YJashburne were outJohn Dewey, Helen Parkhurst and Carloton
The diversity of
lined, compared and critically examined.
schools, was pointed out
method, among Individual progressive
for this diversity disand some of the underlying reasons
used to stimulate interest
cussed. Last, some of the methods

were pointed out and discussed.

look to progressive education
It is evident th. t we cannot
is
our educational ills.
as a whole as a panacea for
if
wait until that time when and
evident, also, that we must

H

uniformity
reach a higher degree of
progressive education ehall
within the
is too much disagreement
running through it. There
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movement itself, as pointed out, to give the interested
onlooker a feeling of confidence in it aa a whole.

The united

movement aa exemplified by the New Education fellowship hoias
out the hop© that eventually it will lose its froe-for-all-

oharacter by coming to an agreement on a few definite principles.

Yfe

must wait until that time, it seoms, for any ob-

jective results worthy of mention.
In the meantime the various experiments conducted by

progressive educators with regard to curriculum making and
bear
methods conducive to natural interest stimulation will

watching.

Also their progress with individualized teaching

will bear close scrutiny.

These are aspects of progressive

or less
education which may be valued in the light of more

immediate results.
will ever conIt is doubtful if progressive educators
his own interests
vince most people that the child whould follow
supervision in the
in school, it is also doubtful if close

laizzez-faire
public schools will ever be replaced by the
progressive educaphilosophy of Dewey. These are aspects of
without further thought.
tion which may be undoubtedly discarded
general reach the conIt seems that when educators in
which may be applied to
clusion that there is no single method

satisfactory results and that
all subjects with uniformily
adaptable to every subthere is a method which is particularly
shall be on our way to a perject in the curriculum, then we
edthe meantime, if progressive
fect system of education. In

BO

of a
ucation can show us something in this direction,

de:

not have lived
inito ana conclusive nature, then it will

vain.

.
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